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Moving forward together

David, 16, from Burundi told us, “It is
really painful to be born and live on the
streets and get to the age of 16 with no legal
identity.”
Without a legal identity David cannot
access other key human rights such as
protection from violence and access to
education.
These rights abuses leave David and the
estimated 150 million street-connected
children worldwide without the
opportunities that every child deserves to
reach their potential.
Street Child United and the Street Child
Games is our response, our opportunity to
help right this wrong.
Our objective is to change the way that
street children are negatively seen and then
treated. We use major sporting events to
ensure street children are seen on a
level playing field. Our Congress ensures the
world listens to what street-connected
children like David are saying.
This report is full of inspirational young
people achieving remarkable personal bests
on the track and field, proudly representing
their countries and telling the world that,
they are, indeed, “Somebody”.
At the Street Child Games the young
people developed the Rio Resolution.
Together, they declared that
street-connected children need love, respect
and to be seen.
“We too have values, beliefs, morals and
principles. We will be listened to.”
The world is beginning to listen to young
people like David and with your continued
support we will do all we can to make their
voices louder. Thank you.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Images by the Street Child Games photography
team:
Chris Cellier, Malachy McCrudden,
Kylie Milne, Gustavo Domingues De Oliveira
Copyright Street Child United

The Rio Resolution
STREET CHILD GAMES 2016
Signatories: thirty-four former street children from: Brazil, Argentina, Great Britain, Egypt, Burundi,
Mozambique, Pakistan, India and the Philippines
The General Assembly of the Street Child Games, meeting in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, from 15-18 March
2016:
Reminding nations of their commitment to the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child
(UNCRC), which states that all children are entitled to all rights, regardless of their circumstances,
Guided by delegates’ personal experiences of living or working on the streets, and representing others
still on the streets worldwide,
Emphasising specific rights most frequently denied to children living or working on the streets: the
right to Protection from Violence (article 19), the right to Education (articles 28 & 29), the right to a
Legal Identity (articles 7 & 8):
Declares that violence is a result of not being listened to. Governments must work with streetconnected children to create laws that prevent them from being subjected to violence and abuse.
Demands that all police training includes how to understand and relate to street-connected children,
and that this training invites the participation of street children themselves.
Urges that governments stop forcing street-connected children into ‘care centres’, which only
continue to put us at risk of physical and emotional violence.
Asserts that street children have the right to education. All governments should ensure enrolment of
street children in schools, regardless of background, identity papers or resources, and support families
to enable children to stay in school.
Advises that teacher-training must include understanding of the emotional and educational needs of
street-connected children.
Reminds governments that schools should be a place of safety for children. The Assembly demands
that governments ban corporal punishment and emotional abuse in schools.
Emphasises that every child has the right to be a full citizen, regardless of whether they have a home
or an address.
Recommends that specialist services must be provided to enable street-connected children to possess
a legal identity; this process must be simple and free. We must appear on the national census.
Proclaims that street-connected children need love, respect, and to be seen.
“We too have values, beliefs, morals and principles. We will be listened to.”
The Rio Resolution was produced by
Street Child United, organisers of the
Street Child Games
In partnership with:

Generously supported by Muslim Hands, Imperial Corporate Events and Vitol.

Former street children, from nine countries, celebrate at the Street Child Games Finals, in Rio de Janeiro.

We are Street Child United
THE ISSUE
There are an estimated 150 million street-connected children worldwide; these are children
living on, working in or at risk of the streets.
These children and young people are stigmatised, mistreated and marginalised by
society. They are routinely denied their basic human rights. Their voices are rarely heard.
WHAT WE DO
We use the power of sport to provide a global platform for street children to be heard, so they
can receive the protection, support and opportunities that every child is entitled to.
Ahead of the world’s biggest sporting competitions, we organise international sports events
inviting street children to be at the centre of the call for their rights, challenging the way street
children are negatively seen and treated around the world.
We are the proud organisers of the Street Child World Cup and the first Street Child Games.
2014 Winner Small NGO Category,
The Bond International
Development Awards

2015 Winner Game Changer Award,
The Football for Good Awards

“Street children often feel isolated and sport can give them a sense of belonging.
The Street Child Games have united so many young people from around the world to
highlight the struggles of the millions of children living on the streets.”
AHMAD ALHENDAWI, UNITED NATIONS SECRETARY-GENERAL’S ENVOY ON YOUTH
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Street Child Games 2016

CLICK PLAY TO WATCH OFFICIAL STREET CHILD GAMES FILM
“The Street Child Games are being held in an Olympic year because we believe in the
Olympics and Paralympics and their values and we give a platform to the rights of street
children. We believe in the power of sport to change the way street children are
perceived and treated.”
JOE HEWITT, HEAD OF BRAZIL OFFICE, STREET CHILD UNITED
HARNESSING SPORT’S TRANSFORMATIVE
POWER

international Congress for street children’s
rights.

The inaugural Street Child Games,
in association with Save the Children, took
place from March 14 – 20 and reminded the
world of sport’s unique power to bring people
together and promote social change.

The Street Child Games provided a global
platform for former street children to
demonstrate their potential in a series of
Olympic-themed sports and to speak on
behalf of the millions of children still living and
working on the streets worldwide.

In an Olympic year, the host-city of Rio de
Janeiro welcomed former street children and
young people from nine countries for a week
of Olympic-themed sports and a unique

The message from the young people is clear:
“I AM SOMEBODY”
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Support at
the highest
level
The Street Child Games received support from
Ahmad Alhendawi, United Nations
Secretary-General’s Envoy on Youth,
four-time Olympic Gold medallist Michael
Johnson and Team GB Olympic Gold medallist
Darren Campbell.
Great Britain’s double Paralympic champion
Hannah Cockroft MBE visited the Street Child
Games in Rio, meeting some of the young
people taking part and highlighting the
important role sport can play in shifting
perceptions.

“The Street Child Games symbolise the
power of sport in guaranteeing the rights of
some of the most marginalised children in
the world. These young people will compete
on the field and unite off the field with the
clear message from each: I AM SOMEBODY”
MICHAEL JOHNSON, MULTI-GOLD
MEDALLIST & FOUNDER OF MICHAEL
JOHNSON POSITIVE TRACK
“The Street Child Games are another
example of Street Child United harnessing
the power of sport to give a platform to
some of the most marginalised children in
the world - street children. I’m proud to be
working with this organisation who
understand the role that sport can play to
bring street children together and help them
show the world that they are somebodies
with rights.”

Hannah Cockroft at the Street Child Games in Rio de Janeiro.

“It’s so amazing to be involved in the Street
Child Games. There are massive parallels
between how the 2012 Paralympics
challenged the way people with disabilities
are perceived and the way the Street Child
Games challenges the way street children
are perceived.”
HANNAH COCKROFT, TEAM GB & DOUBLE
PARALYMPIC CHAMPION
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DARREN CAMPBELL, MBE & OLYMPIC GOLD
MEDALLIST

Meet the teams
SCU BRAZIL,
SÃO MARTINHO,
O PEQUENO
NAZARENO
representing

TEAM BRAZIL

ISLINGTON COUNCIL
INDEPENDENT
FUTURES
representing

TEAM GB

AZAD FOUNDATION
representing

KARUNALAYA
representing

TEAM
INDIA

SQUAD
PAKISTAN

LA CASITA
representing

TEAM
ARGENTINA

NAFAS
representing

NEW GENERATION
representing

TEAM
EGYPT

TEAM
BURUNDI

MENINOS DA
MOCAMBIQUE
representing

FAIRPLAY FOR ALL
FOUNDATION
representing

TEAM
MOZAMBIQUE

TEAM
PHILIPPINES

FORMER STREET CHILDREN STEP INTO THE
SPOTLIGHT

together to improve the lives of street
children.

Nine countries were represented at the Street
Child Games by teams of former street
children and young people who have lived on,
worked in or been at risk of the streets.
Girls and boys, aged 14 – 19, represented their
countries as athletes and ambassadors
promoting street children’s rights.

Each young person representing their country
has benefited from the vital work of our
partners. Our partners select which young
people take part and manage the care and
psychosocial support to prepare each young
person in the lead up, during and after the
Street Child Games, ensuring they continue in
their personal development.

Each country is organised by a grassroots
organisation working on the frontline with
street children. These organisations are our
partners and form a global network working

Our partners and the children and young
people they support are the experts and
through their participation in the Street Child
Games their voices are amplified.

“I represent the street children in Burundi
and am happy to be their Ambassador.”
INNOCENT, TEAM BURUNDI
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Teams
prepare
around the
world
THE STREET CHILD GAMES BEGIN IN
LONDON
The teams launched their preparations for
the Street Child Games at the 2015 Street
Child United Summit in London, England.
At the Summit, team leaders explored the
three most frequent rights violations faced
by street children, which would become the
focus of the Street Child Games and the Rio
Resolution.

Rio gets ready
The Street Child United Brazil Office secured
some of the most iconic landmarks in Rio to
play host to the Street Child Games. The young
people were able to visit Sugarloaf Mountain
and Lapa alongside playing sports on the
famous Leme and Copacabana beaches.
THE ATHLETES’ VILLAGE: A FESTIVAL OF
ARTS & CULTURE
The Street Child Games was hosted in the
communities of Babilônia and Chapéu
Mangueira in Leme embodying a spirit of
inclusion, co-operation and integration into the
local community.
The young people were welcomed by local
restaurants and community spaces. They
participated in arts activities, played
football with local children and were invited to
take part in Capoeira workshops with a local
group.
David, owner of Bar do David in Chapéu
Mangueira said: “I think the meaning of
having the Games here is really strong. I
believe sports are capable of changing lives
and I want to say that our community has
opened its arms to the whole world.”

Team India collect their passports in Chennai.

TEAMS PREPARE ON & OFF THE TRACK
In the months leading up to March 2016 the
teams began their athletics training to get
ready for the Olympic-inspired events ahead
of them in Rio. Off the track preparations
intensified as passports and identities had
to be obtained and verified for each young
person - often for the very first time.
“Those living on the streets don’t have an
address”, Paul Sunder Singh, founder of
Karunalaya representing Team India says,
“We feel that the government should take a
very clear policy decision about giving a
legal identity to children living on the
streets.”
After much hard work, passports and visas
were eventually granted, bags were packed
and the young people were on their way to
Rio.
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The British School in Rio welcomed the young
people for delicious evening meals and their
evening activities. At the “Late Show” the
teams shared their traditional songs and dance.
GOLD STANDARD VOLUNTEER TEAM
The activities were supported by an incredible
team of 80 passionate and dedicated
volunteers who helped with the delivery of
the Games, from carrying water, translating
and working with the communications team,
to providing medical assistance, arts activities
and facilitating the sports.
Sarah Whitter, a key volunteer, said:
“It was truly a memory inducing, extremely
rewarding experience and one which I hope
leads to a greater awareness for street
children around the world.”

Team Burundi lead the march along Copacabana beach to the Congress.

The Congress

The young people call for their rights at the Congress on the steps of the Copacabana Palace Hotel, Rio de Janeiro.

“We have been crying for many years. Because of factors beyond our control,
society treats us as nobodies and as if we are useless. A law separates us from the
rest of society.”
ERICA, TEAM PHILIPPINES

GIVING A VOICE TO THOSE WHO HAVE
GONE UNHEARD FOR SO LONG
At the core of the Street Child Games was the
Congress delivered in partnership with Terre
des Hommes, Dreikönigsaktion and
StreetInvest and generously supported by
Muslim Hands and the iconic Belmond
Copacabana Palace Hotel, who, over four
days, welcomed some of the most
marginalised young people in the world.
It is the first time that street-connected youth
have hosted their own international Congress,
giving them a unique platform to share their
expertise on the lives of street children
everywhere, and to demand action at the
highest level.
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The Congress was facilitated by street child
practitioners Babu Dey (Child in Need
Institute, India) and Bokey Achola (Glad’s
House, Kenya).
The Congress focused on three key rights
from the United Nations Convention on the
Rights of the Child (UNCRC) identified by our
partners at our global Summit in 2015 as those
most frequently denied to children living and
working on the streets:
•
•
•

The Right to Protection from Violence
The Right to Education
The Right to a Legal Identity

The General
Assembly
The Congress concluded with the General
Assembly hosted by Ambassadors Innocent
from Burundi and Drika from Brazil, both of
whom took part in the 2014 Street Child World
Cup and have since continued to represent the
voices of street children in their countries.
Government officials and media joined an
audience of over 200 supporters in the Crystal
Room of the Copacabana Palace Hotel.
THE RIO RESOLUTION
The young people presented their Rio
Resolution delivering a strong message in a
set of recommendations calling for the global
community to take concrete steps to
protect street children’s rights worldwide.
The Pakistan team declared: “We are
demanding each and everyone listening to us
to ensure the rights of street children,
especially the right to be protected from
violence.”
Demanding that street-connected children are
registered on the national census, Armel, from
Burundi, said: “We recommend that a special
service be provided to enable streetconnected children to possess their legal
identity.”
Hagar, Team Egypt, speaking about the right to
education said: “Now I’ve attended the
congress it’s given me hope to fight for the
right to education.”
Usha, Team India (pictured below),
passionately closed the General Assembly and
reflected on her experience: “Not everyone
gets an opportunity like this and we are glad
that we have been able to establish something
with the platform that we have been given.”

Ahmad Alhendawi, UN Secretary-General’s Envoy on Youth

“The Congress gives a community of youth a
chance to have meaningful discussions about
the real risks and struggles facing young
people today. All of whom have the right to
receive a proper education, protection and
recognition. We value very much all the
contributions you have been making.”
AHMAD ALHENDAWI, UNITED NATIONS
SECRETARY-GENERAL’S ENVOY ON YOUTH
“Our major challenge lies precisely in
bringing about awareness. I will use this
international forum to bring about this issue
so that we can strengthen our movement and
be in a position to tackle the issues that we
have ahead of us. This is a victory
accomplished by you – street kids.”
FÁBIO PAES, PRESIDENT OF CONANDA,
BRAZIL (NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR RIGHTS
OF CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS)
CALLING ON THE INTERNATIONAL
OLYMPIC COMMITTEE (IOC) TO ENSURE
CHILDREN’S RIGHTS
“The Olympics must fulfil their pledge to
zero tolerance of human rights abuses.”
Street Child United sent a letter to the
President of the IOC, Thomas Bach, calling
on the IOC to ensure that organising
committees consult and support local
homeless organisations ahead of the
Olympic and Paralympic Games. At the
General Assembly a petition was
presented in partnership with Terre des
Hommes demanding that Olympic organisers
safeguard children’s rights.
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The Congress: in pictures

The Copacabana Palace Hotel hosted the Congress.

The young people share their expertise during a workshop.

Ambassadors, Drika and Innocent, host the General Assembly.

The young people prepare to speak to the world.

Jessica speaks about issues facing at risk children in Rio.

Erica from The Philippines discusses the right to education.

Celebrations as the General Assembly concludes.

“We have rights. We have spoken. Share our Rio Resolution.”

The Games

CLICK PLAY TO WATCH THE STREET CHILD GAMES ACTION

“I wanted to win gold in the 100 metres and my determination overtook my fear
which made me achieve my goal. I was not only representing street children from
India but the country itself, which gave me the extra push.”
HEPSIBA, 100M GOLD MEDALLIST, TEAM INDIA
THE FINALS
The Finals took place at Forte São João Urca
situated at the foot of the world-famous
Sugarloaf Mountain. Here, the finals for the
100m, 100m Hurdles, 400m, Long Jump, Shot
Put and mixed gender and nationality 4x
100m relay took place.
All nine countries taking part in the Street
Child Games were represented in the finals
and were joined by 30 local children
representing the work of our Rio-based
partners.
Pakistan won 10 medals over the course of
the day, including three golds and two clean
“I am so joyful. I
want to travel Brazil
and the whole world
to show my medals.”
DINARA, HURDLES
GOLD MEDALLIST,
TEAM BRAZIL

sweeps in the 100 and 400 metres. The team’s
success inspired support back home, where
they trended across social media and received
support from six-time Olympic Champion and
the world’s fastest man, Usain Bolt.
The award for most exuberant celebration
goes to Hepsiba (pictured above), the girls’
100m winner from India.
Joe Hewitt, Head of SCU Brazil Office said:
“The first ever Street Child Games final was
a day of colour, sport, dancing, singing and
joy. The young people from across the world
started the day in teams and ended the day
united for the rights of all street children.”
“I am so excited I
won! I want to tell
the world that I am
Somebody”
NAEEM, 100M &
400M GOLD
MEDALLIST,
SQUAD PAKISTAN
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The Games: in pictures

The Games took place at the magnificant Forte São João Urca.

The young people are given a guard of honour by supporters.

Innocent, Burundi, leads the way in the 100m hurdles final.

Nada, Egypt, prepares herself for the next event.

Squad Pakistan celebrate Gold, Silver and Bronze in the 100m.

Innocent clinches Gold in the boys’ Long Jump.

Friendships were made on and off the track.

The first Street Child Games closes with the teams united.

Our Impact
Using the power of sport to provide a global
platform for street children, we aim to affect
change at three levels:
•
•

•

Individual: empower former street children
as ambassadors for the rights of all street
children,
Local: raise awareness of and increase
support for our partner organisations
working in-country to protect and support
street children,
Global: highlight the issues faced by street
children and change the negative
perceptions and treatment of street
children worldwide.

WHAT WE’VE ACHIEVED
•
•

•

•

Inaugural 2010 Street Child World Cup
acts as a tipping point helping end illegal
Police round-ups of street child in Durban.
2014 Street Child World Cup results in:
- I AM SOMEBODY tour in Pakistan
achieving a national resolution for 1.5
million street children, led by our
partners,
- Brazilian Government invites our
partner to participate in summit for a
first National Policy for street children,
- Street Child United secures funding
to rebuild a derelict community,
football pitch in Complexo da Penha,
Rio de Janeiro, providing local at-riskchildren a sustained alternative to the
violent drugs trade.
2015 Street Child United Leaders Summit
identifies three specific rights most
frequently denied to street children: the
right to education, identity and protection
from violence.
2016 Street Child Games open in Rio de
Janeiro, resulting in the development of
the Rio Resolution by former street
children delivering a strong set of
recommendations for change.

Street Child
Games:
impact so far
THE UNITED NATIONS
The Rio Resolution has been received by the
United Nations, who congratulated the
participants for their hard work.
Ahmad Alhendawi, United Nations
Secretary-General’s Envoy on Youth said:
“Congratulations on the successful
convening of the General Assembly of the
Street Child Games and for producing the
Rio Resolution. I’ve read the Resolution with
great interest and I find it truly inspiring.
We take good note of the Resolution and we
will reflect it in our work as appropriate, as
well as share it with the relevant UN offices.”
STREET CHILD GAMES CONTRIBUTES TO
GROUNDBREAKING UN GENERAL
COMMENT
The young people at the Street Child Games
joined street children worldwide in making
their voices heard and influencing
governments by feeding into new UN
guidance on their rights - the forthcoming
UN General Comment on children in street
situations. The consultation was organised
by the Consortium for Street Children.
GLOBAL MEDIA COVERAGE FOCUSED ON
STREET CHILDREN’S RIGHTS
The Street Child Games reached an
estimated 81 million people worldwide. The
coverage gained has an estimated
advertising value equivalent to more than
£2.5 million*.
The Games secured in-depth and informed
reporting in leading national media outlets
around the world, including: The Guardian,
BBC, The Times of India, O Globo Esporte
(Brazil), ViceSports (International),
The Express Tribune (Pakistan).
*Analysis by Precious Media
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Media:
at a glance

THE LONDON EVENING STANDARD

THE GUARDIAN, GLOBAL DEVELOPMENT
12 APRIL 2016, INTERNATIONAL DAY FOR
STREET CHILDREN - USHA, TEAM INDIA
SPEAKS ON BEHALF OF STREET CHILDREN
WORLDWIDE

Ms Ngalan [Team England] said: “A lot has
happened in those two years. After I came
back [from the 2014 Street Child World Cup] I
decided I wanted to be a human rights lawyer
and now I am studying law at university. I want
to help children who are less fortunate than us
to have social security and the
safety net we have.”

“I want to raise my voice for the rights of
street children and street-dwelling families.
And I demand that governments around the
world ensure that all street children have a
legal identity. We aren’t begging for this,
or asking for it as a favour. It’s our human
right.”

BBC SPORTSHOUR, WORLDWIDE
We’re in Rio as 80 children from 9
countries compete at the first ever
Street Child Games.

THE EXPRESS TRIBUNE
“What can I say, I’m just
happy,” said Mehar after the
event. “I am somebody and I
just want to celebrate that.”
THE TIMES OF INDIA
Ashok [India] has helped
other youngsters get off the
streets, and also trains youth
in slums. “These big events
are a great opportunity to
showcase our talents.”

81 million
people
worldwide
ESTIMATED AUDIENCE
REACHED

AROUND THE RINGS
Innocent, Team Burundi said, “Through this competition,
through the opportunity that these actions give to street
kids, I think not only people from Burundi, but the whole
world, are going to know that street kids are able to change
the world.”

Social Highlights
CONGRESS GENERAL ASSEMBLY THUNDERCLAP
REACHED POTENTIAL AUDIENCE OF 750K
TWITTER
• 254 TWEETS = 250K IMPRESSIONS
• #STREETCHILDGAMES TRENDED IN PAKISTAN
INSTAGRAM
• USAIN BOLT (2.6M FOLLOWERS) LIKED POST OF
SQUAD PAKISTAN CELEBRATING WIN

VICE SPORTS
John Wroe, CEO, SCU said,
“Our job is to get the
countries on the side of these
young people. If they see
them differently, then they will
treat them differently. And we
know we can do that
through sport.”
THE GUARDIAN, SPORT
27 APRIL 2016, 100 DAYS
UNTIL THE OLYMPIC GAMES
The inaugural
Street Child Games gave
former homeless children the
chance to become medal winners
last month, offering an inspiring
example of how grassroots sport
can elevate the most
marginalised groups and give
them the opportunity to show
their potential.

Teams move
forward at
home
The young people have returned home to
their countries, continuing as Ambassadors
and working with our partner organisations
to raise awareness of the specific challenges
street-connected children in their community
face.
They will use the Rio Resolution as a
lobbying tool to support their ongoing work
on the frontline with street children.
“In Brazil I realised that street children face
the same problems everywhere in the world.
My aim now is to support Azad Foundation in
its efforts for the rights of street children.”
SALMAN, SUPPORTED BY AZAD
FOUNDATION & REPRESENTING PAKISTAN

Salman on the starting blocks at the Street Child Games.

“I will transform those that are living on the
streets. First I will change my area and then
the rest of the streets in Chennai.”
USHA, SUPPORTED BY KARUNALAYA &
REPRESENTING INDIA
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Thank you
YOUR SUPPORT IS HELPING IMPROVE THE
LIVES OF STREET CHILDREN
Because of you, we can continue to provide a
global platform for street children to change
the way they are negatively seen and treated.

“In one voice, with millions of street children
around the world - thank you so much for
lending your ears to hear our voices.”
TEAM PHILIPPINES SPEAKING AT THE
2016 STREET CHILD GAMES

Moving forward together
WHAT’S NEXT?
We are committed to ensuring that every child living and working on the streets has the
opportunity to be “Somebody” and to have their rights as a child safeguarded.
We will build on the impact we have achieved together, and continue to use the
universal power of sport to provide a platform for street children to change the way they are
negatively seen and treated.
Our focus will be to support our partners following their participation at the Street Child Games,
whilst continuing preparations for the next Street Child World Cup in 2018 and developing our
plans for the first Street Child Cricket World Cup in 2019.
STREET CHILD WORLD CUP, RUSSIA 2018
The third Street Child World Cup will take place ahead of the 2018 FIFA World Cup.
Teams of street-connected children from around the world will come together to play football,
representing their country and the millions of children still living on the streets.
Alongside the football, the children will share their expertise at an international Congress,
continuing to highlight and address the specific issues they face.
STREET CHILD CRICKET WORLD CUP, ENGLAND 2019
In 2019, the 12th Cricket World Cup will be held in England and Wales, inspiring millions of
passionate fans worldwide.
In some of the countries in which our partner organisations work, cricket speaks even louder than
football. We plan to harness this potential through the first Street Child Cricket World Cup,
providing a vital and continued platform for street children’s rights.
This is more than a game.
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“Street Children across the world
this is our message to you.
You need to believe
in your dreams.
Never give up.
You are strong.
You are important.
WE ARE SOMEBODY.”
FORMER STREET CHILDREN
SEND THEIR MESSAGE
TO THE WORLD
STREET CHILD GAMES 2016

Add your
voice
#IamSomebody
streetchildunited.org

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT
sam@streetchildunited.org

Silambarasan,
representing
Team India
at the
Street Child Games.

The Street Child Games is a
Street Child United initiative.
UK Charity Number 1144951

